


Way DownEast
Community Destination Academy

Module 1

Introductions and review of program, outcomes, and 
expectations 
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The key to effective future thinking…

• Explore and anticipate a range of plausible futures.
• Consider both trajectory (direction of change) and velocity (speed of 

change). 
• Explore the combined impacts of multiple potential trends. 

The magic is how it alters our perceptions of how certain decisions 
might play out over time. 
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The challenge for today

- Explore the future -
- Ask the hard questions -

- Think creatively -

The outcome may be a new view of the future.



With the current pandemic, and in a time of 
uncertainty….

• Which trends are being amplified and accelerated?

• What changes might be more elastic?

• Where are the potential tipping points? 



Which trends are being amplified and accelerated? 

• Reinvention of cities
• Application of automation and robotics 
• Personal recognition and tracking 
• On-line commerce and retail 
• Outdoor recreation and use of public spaces



Forces impacting the 
world (and regions)

What are the emerging 
macro drivers…





Macro Trends and 
Forces of Change Related to . . .

• Demographics, population and mass urbanization

• Energy, food, water & climate change

• Technology driving change



Demographics, 
population and 

mass urbanization



Global 
population 



Global 
population age 

profiles



Rapid 
growth in 

Africa



Becoming 
more urban
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What does this mean for the future of  
Way DownEast? 
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Profound 
demographic 

shift underway
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Shifting 
societal 
values



Emerging generations will have different 
values and expectations 



Energy + Water + Food + 
Climate Change





Renewable Energy
Potential for 

unlimited 
cheap energy



• Nearly 450 million people in 29 
countries now face severe water 
shortages

• As much as 2/3 of the world population 
could be water-stressed by 2025

• Half the world’s rivers and lakes are 
seriously polluted 

FRESH WATER 



‘Crop 
yields up 

and down’

Increases and 
decreases



Unique 
biomass 

capability
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Long term 
GDP impact 
positive in 

north



Technology 
and the speed 

of change 
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When will AI outperform people?

Reproduced from Next Industrial Revolution, Future iQ, 2018
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Closed loop and ‘Cradle to cradle’

New local 
systems 
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New macro 
systems



Adapted from: Source: 
Deloitte. 2014. Industry 
4.0 Challenges and 
solutions for the digital 
transformation and use 
of exponential 
technologies

Rapid 
systemic 

change and 
technology 
integration 



Where are tipping points?

• Societal values

• Humans living in insular bubbles
• Environmental awareness

• Workplace and workforce disruption

• Transformation of global industrial systems
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Impact of Technology
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Culinary 



Sustainable Tourism 
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“At the end, this story is just 
a numbers problem,” Mr. 
Tourtellot said. He noted 
that in 1960, when the jet 
age began, around 25 million 
international trips were 
taken. Last year, the number 
was 1.3 billion.
As for the cities that are the 
major destinations? They are 
“the same size they were 
back in 1959, and they’ll 
probably stay that way,” he 
said.

New York Times August 2018 





Sustainable Tourism – Working Definition

• Integrated with our local communities in a way that is respectful of our diverse 
heritage and culture;

• Provides visitors with authentic, place-based, educational experiences that leave 
them feeling enriched and inspired;

• Creates lasting financial and social benefits for residents, businesses, and 
communities across our area; 

• Supported by public policies with organizational support and funding; and,
• Maintains, or contributes to, the health and vibrancy of our natural 

environment. 
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Short Break 
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